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SECTION –A  (5 × 8 = 40)

Answer any FIVE of the following.
ALL questions carry equal marks.

1. (a) Annotate the following :

He could songes make and wel endite,
Juste and eek daunce, and weel purtreye

and wirte.

So hoote he loved that by nyghtyngale.
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11. (a) Critically examine what Sidney says about
the function of poetry.

(OR)

(b) Write an essay on Bacon as an essayist.

12. (a) Examine the greatness of Marlowe as a
dramatist.

(OR)

(b) Discuss the importance of alchemy and
magic in the play The Alchemist.

13. (a) The principal merit of The Spanish Tragedy
is said to be its plot. Do you agree?

(OR)

(b) The Duchess of Malfi achieves a tenuous
balance between facile optimism and total
despair – Discuss.
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(b) To have with sike lazars aqueynataunce,

It is not honest, it may not avaunce,

For to deelen with no switch poraille;

But al with riche and selleres of vitalle.

2. (a) In which they gathered flowers to fill their
basket:

And with fine fingers, cropt full fateously

The tender stalkers on hye.

(b) Where now the studious lawyers have their
bowers

There whylome wont the Templer knights
to byde.

Till they decayed through their pride.

3. (a) Shall Time’s best jewel from Time’s chest
lie hid?

Or what strong hand can hold his swift foot
back,

Or who his spoil of beauty can forbid?
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(b) Bring out the features of Senecan drama in
The Spanish Tragedy.

8. (a) How does More portray Utopia?

(b) Jus t i fy  the  t i t le  of  the  p lay  “The
changeling”.

SECTION – B  (3 × 20 = 60)

Answer any THREE of the following questions.
ALL questions carry equal marks.

9. (a) Write an essay on the plan and the purpose
of the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales.

(OR)

(b) “A great vitality of mood characterizes
Donne’s love poetry” – Discuss.

10. (a) Consider  Wyat t  and  Surrey  as  the
sonneteers in the English tradition.

(OR)

(b) Write an essay on Herbert as a religious
poet.
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5. (a) It is no less worthy to observe how little

alternation in good spirits that approaches

of death make;  for they appear to be the
same men till the last instant.

(b) For a lie faces God and shrinks from man.

6. (a) Then when Sir Paris crossed the sea for
her,

And brought the spoils to rich Dardania,

Be silent then,  for danger is in words.

(b) He bears

The visible mark of the beast in his
forehead,

And for his stone, it is work of darkness,

And with philosophy blinds the eyes of man.

II. Attempt the following in about 200 words
each.

7. (a) How does Spencer describe the Faerie
Queene?
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(b) (Like to the lark at break of day arising
form sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven’s

gate,

For they sweet love remembered such
wealth brings,

That then I scorn to change my state with
kings.

4. (a) My face in thine eye, thine in mine appears,

And true plain hearts do in the faces rest;

Where can we find two better hemispheres

Without sharp North, without declining
West?

(b) Moving of the’ earth brings harmes and
feares,

Men reckon what it did and meant

But trepidation of the spheres,

Though greater farre, is innocent.
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